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- Abstract -

Abstract
The aim of this project has been to develop a new method that can be used for
optimising the sequences of operations in flexible manufacturing cells. The
method combines existing methods and available software tools from three
research areas, optimisation, flexibility and virtual manufacturing. This method is
named SIMBOSeer and it combines genetic algorithms in discrete event
simulation together with continuous robot simulation.
SIMBOSeer has been implemented at an existing workcell at Volvo Powertrain,
Skövde, and it has successfully shown to be able to find possible improvements
of the sequences of operations. SIMBOSeer has shown to be a successful
combination of different virtual manufacturing tools. It has a great ability to find an
optimal solution of the sequence of operations in a flexible manufacturing cell.
SIMBOSeer not only gives a fast answer on how to produce different variants it
also offers the possibility to generate the robot code automatically.
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1 Introduction
This project has been accomplished in cooperation with J. Doverborn. The
report Doverborn (2008) is a complementary report which will help to
provide a complete view of this project.

1.1 Background
Today’s industry is forced to continuously improve its manufacturing
organisation to be able to capture and maintain an advanced position on
the world market. A strategy that includes the use of virtual manufacturing
tools has shown to be successful. As often before the car manufacturing
industry is the leading edge in using and implementing new technologies.
Manufacturers like Volvo, BMW and Ford have increased their use of
these tools. As a consequence of the increasing use the variety of virtual
manufacturing tools is continuously improving and growing, exemplified by
robot simulation, simulation based optimisation and multi objective
optimisation. These tools can, when combined with the product
development process as a foundation, create a virtual manufacturing
environment. The virtual manufacturing environment facilitates concurrent
engineering on a world wide basis. This enables the manufacturers to
shorten the lead times not only when introducing a new product but also
when changes are implemented in already existing production systems.
Sawik (1999) writes about three main phases when introducing a product
in a flexible manufacturing system:
1. Design
2. Planning
3. Scheduling/Control
Sawik means that these three phases need to be done concurrently for
the ability of finding errors in the process at an early stage, which of
course, saves both time and money.
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- Introduction Design and planning is done concurrently to create a representation of the
flexible plan. The systems possible sequences of operations are
represented by the flexible plan. The engineer’s possible choices of
machines, tools and flexibility are the foundation for scheduling and
control.
As mentioned previously, a manufacturer with an advanced position on
the world market must continuously improve the manufacturing system.
Often the manufacturer has already optimised the production line which
leads to that any further reductions of production time have to be found in
the motion between operations and during tool changes. When doing so it
is important to remember that the aim of an optimisation process must
always be to reduce the cost.
Liebers (1998) talks about the need of cost control in manufacturing. The
reduction of production time is equal to cost reduction, which is the aim
when optimising the production. Methods for cost reduction are described
by De Vin et. al. (1995) who focuses on cost pre-calculations and its
relations with other manufacturing functions.

Roychoudhury and Muth

(1995) state that:
“Determination

of

the

sequence

of

operations

which

influences this cost (manufacturing cost) is vital, irrespective
of the process or types of products”
Mori et. al. (1996) uses genetic algorithms to optimise the hammering
sequence in incremental sheet metal forming, aiming to reduce the
number of blows. The early work within this area used methods and
optimisation algorithms with lower ability than the software used today
offer.
The literature review carried out by Doverborn (2008) shows that
optimisation within this area has mostly focused on high level operations
equal to the whole workcell, not the low level operations within the
workcell. It also shows that very little effort has been spent on the
optimisation of the low level sequences of operations within the workcell.
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- Introduction To meet the need of optimisation on low level sequences of operations a
method is developed in this project. The developed method will focus on
the optimisation of the internal sequences of operations for two robots
within a chosen workcell.
A flexible manufacturing system has to deal with frequent product changes
and recurrent introductions of new products. These changes, though they
might be minor, will affect the prerequisites for the optimal sequence of
operations. They will affect the possibility to effectively manufacture the
production. In consideration of this the method must be able to deal with
both new and present product variants
In this project the developed method will be implemented in an existing
workcell for evaluation of both the workcell and the method. An existing
workcell at the Volvo Powertrain plant in Skövde is used in the project
instead of setting up a workcell in the laboratory. This is done to avoid the
risk of instinctive adaptiveness to the method in the laboratory. The
chosen workcell is not the bottleneck in its production line. Consequently
there is not an actual need of reducing the cycletime of the workcell. But
its complexity and possible sequences in combination with the fact that the
workcell has two robots makes it suitable for evaluating the developed
method.
A combination of different virtual manufacturing tools will be used to
design and develop the method. Advantages with the different virtual tools
can, when combined, offer a solution to the problem of finding the optimal
sequence when the production is changing. The method will be based on
two virtual manufacturing tools:
•

Simulation based optimisation using genetic algorithms – A discrete
event simulation tool that makes it possible to achieve a solution on
non-linear problems with a very large search space. As the number
of possible combinations of sequences easily becomes huge a
search algorithm is needed to find a good solution. Genetic
Algorithms offers the possibility to work in a large search space and
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- Introduction still find a good solution without the need to simplify the limitations
of the search space.
•

Robot simulation – A continuous simulation tool making it possible
to evaluate a robot workcell concerning, among other data,
reachability, collisions and cycletime. The tool can be used for
offline programming and automatic code generation for the robots
in the workcell.
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1.2 Aim and Objectives
The aim of this project is to combine existing methods and suitable
available software tools within three research areas namely, optimisation,
flexibility and virtual manufacturing, to design and develop a new method
that can be used at a flexible manufacturing cell level for optimising its
flexible sequences of operations. The aim has been divided into four
objectives. These four objectives are defined as follows:
•

Recapitulate the theories and related research within the areas of
flexible process plan, virtual manufacturing and optimisation using
Genetic Algorithms (GA).

•

Design a new optimisation method, based on a chosen flexible
operations representation, for the optimisation of operation
sequences and then define the important attributes which are
needed for its implementation.

•

Investigate the capabilities of available virtual manufacturing
software and then partially implement the developed optimisation
method.

•

Verify and evaluate the developed optimisation method by applying
it into a chosen workcell at Volvo Powertrain, Skövde.

This project is described in two reports: a theoretical and a practical. This
report has a practical approach to the aim and addresses the last two
objectives. A theoretical approach, including the first two objectives and an
investigation of available software, are covered by Doverborn (2008).
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1.3 Development process for the design of the method
To be able to fulfil the aim and the objectives of the project the work was
divided into four major steps:
•

The first step summarises theories and research covering the three
areas:

Optimisation

using

genetic

algorithms,

flexible

plan

representation and virtual manufacturing.
•

The following step covers the development of the method for
optimisation of flexible sequences of operation using information
from the previous step and virtual manufacturing tools.

•

In the third step existing virtual manufacturing tools are analysed to
see if they are appropriate to use for the implementation of the
developed method.

•

In the forth and final step the developed method with the chosen
software is implemented at a robot cell at Volvo Powertrain in
Skövde.

1.4 Thesis organisation
In this first chapter an introduction to the project and its aim and objectives
is found. The steps taken to obtain the aim and the objectives is further
also described. The second chapter gives a short summary of the
research areas flexibility and virtual manufacturing. Chapter three covers
the background and the requirements of the method and it also describes
the different parts of the method. The name of the method, SIMBOSeer, is
explained at the end of this chapter. The forth chapter covers simulation
based optimisation and also the combination of discrete event simulation
and continuous simulation used in the developed method. It also
describes in detail and with examples how the generative and the
evaluative model are designed and their function. Chapter five focuses on
the workcell which the developed method is implemented in. The contents
of the workcell are described together with the present operations
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- Introduction executed by the robots. This chapter also focuses on the virtual simulation
model and its validation. The following chapter, number six, describes the
three test scenarios which are used to test the developed method. The
results and the analysis of the tests scenarios are found in chapter seven.
At the end of the chapter the possible improvements for the test scenarios
are summarised. The conclusions and recommendations for further work
are found in the last chapter, number eight.
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2 Research areas
This second chapter gives a short summary of the research areas,
flexibility and virtual manufacturing. The summary of these research areas
are the foundation when developing the method.

2.1 Flexibility
Within the environment of production the concept of flexibility is well
established and the context of the market where the manufacturing
organisations operate has confirmed its importance. Bucki & Pesqueux
(2000) as well as Benjafaar & Ramakrishnan (1997) point out the need of
flexibility in the production for the manufacturers to stay competitive on the
market. A manufacturer operating on the open market often relies on
flexibility as the answer to the changes, both predicted and unplanned,
that occur during production. The demands from the market lead to
shorter product life cycles, shorter delivery times and higher product
variety with shifting product demands. Flexibility from a practical point of
view would be the ability of the production system and/or organisation to
adopt and implement the changes needed to stay operational during
conditions that change over time. A goal for the producers is to find the
solutions that avoid interruptions during production and "to provide the
production process with the ability to modify itself in the face of
uncertainty" (Hutchinson & Pflughoeft, 1994, p. 710).
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- Research areas Benjafaar & Ramakrishnan (1997) split manufacturing flexibility into being
related either to the process or the product. The flexibility of the process is
the capability to adapt to a range of operating conditions and/or the ability
of adopting different functions. Product flexibility on the other hand refers
to the range of manufacturing options that a product is related to. These
two flexibility relations could be compared to the flexibility of a CNCmachining centre with a capability of producing a wide range of products
(process flexibility) to the existence of several process plans telling how to
manufacturer a product (product flexibility). How flexibility can be divided
into two major areas is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Flexibility hierarchy
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System Flexibility

- Research areas This project focuses on product flexibility, different variants of the engine
block to be manufactured in the same robot cell. According to Figure 1
product flexibility can be divided into operation flexibility, sequence
flexibility and processing flexibility where:
• Operation flexibility is represented by the possibility of performing the
same operation in more than one machine (Benjafaar and Ramakrishnan,
1997). Figure 2 is an example of operation flexibility where the second
operation, Op2, can be performed in either machine B or machine C.
• Secondly come sequence flexibility. This is when some of the operations
have to be performed in an explicit order and other operations can be
executed in any order (Benjafaar and Ramakrishnan, 1997). This gives
the operator the opportunity to change the sequence of operations
required when manufacturing the product. All the operations have to be
performed and all technical constrains fulfilled but the flexibility allows
choices in which order the operations are realised (Hutchinson &
Pflughoeft, 1994). Figure 3 is an example of sequence flexibility where
machine B and C can alternate as the second or the third machine in the
sequence.
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- Research areas • As the last of the three forms of product flexibility comes processing
flexibility. It is considered as the most flexible type of product flexibility as it
combines both operation and sequence flexibility. It allows the product to
be manufactured with alternative sequences of operations. The process
plan of the product is flexible as it can be divided into several alternative
process plans using different operations and sequences (Benjafaar and
Ramakrishnan, 1997) (Hutchinson & Pflughoeft, 1994). Figure 4 is an
example of how a flexible process plan can look like. The second
operation can either use Machine E or Machine B. Machine C is able to
perform the same work as Machine F and Machine G together. The
process flexibility in Figure 4 allows three possible sequences of
operations:
1. (A - E - F - G -D)
2. (A – B – C – D)
3. (A – B – F – G – D)
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2.2 Virtual manufacturing
Virtual manufacturing and its tools cover a wide research area. Virtual
manufacturing is applied and used by many leading car manufacturing
organisations like Ford (Industrial Engineer, 2008), Volvo Cars (Carlsson,
2000) and BMW (Kochan, 2006). As previously mentioned the use and
importance of these tools is continuously growing.
Souza et al. (2006) state in their article Virtual manufacturing as the way
for the factory of the future the importance of the virtual manufacturing
tools for the present and also the not yet designed production systems.
They claim that the main objective for using virtual manufacturing is to:
“provide a way for engineers to develop, evaluate and simulate
a complex system entirely on a computer and a way to rapidly
conduct experiments to predict and evaluate the result of
alternative manufacturing decisions before spending time and
money on the construction of physical mock-ups” (page 726).
Dépincé et al. (2007) conclude that through virtual manufacturing tools are
the manufacturing organisations provided with a computer based
environment which can evaluate simulations of the possible solutions at
hand. They state that "Virtual manufacturing is nothing but manufacturing
in the computer" (page 2). “Computer manufacturing” can be applied in a
wide range of areas such as product and process design, planning of
processes and production, robot and manufacturing systems. The virtual
manufacturing environment offers support in many phases of the product
development process. It supports the design phase with manufacturing
information and makes it possible to evaluate different production
alternatives using its simulation capabilities. It is also possible to use the
virtual environment for optimisation of existing manufacturing systems.
The organisation that has implemented and is using virtual manufacturing
tools can expect benefits such as shorter production time cycles,
increased flexibility, higher responsiveness to the demands from the
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- Research areas market and improved custom relations (Dépincé et al., 2007 and Souza et
al., 2006).
Virtual manufacturing tools can be classified into five groups: Product
project, Process planning, Resource management, Numeric control
programming and Validation (Dépincé et al., 2007). All five groups of tools
will not be included in the developed method. It will mainly use the tools
simulation based optimisation, robot simulation and automatic code
generation.
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3 The new methodology
The aim of this project is to develop and implement a method that is able
to support the engineer when designing a workcell and the operator when
changes occur during production. The method should be based on
theories within flexible sequences of operations using existing virtual
manufacturing tools. This chapter gives the background and the
requirements of the method and also describes its different parts.

3.1 Background and requirements
A flexible production system is designed to meet the requirements of
continuously changing product variants and short production series.
Robots are often an important component in these systems due to their
rigidity, high speed, good repeatability and accuracy (Sawik, 1999). It is
also easy to change the program for the robots using offline programming
software.
Optimisation is mostly considered at the production line level and more
rarely at the workcell level. Even though the robots are able to work at
high speed is it often possible to save time between the operations at the
workcell level (Sawik, 1999).
Since an optimisation of the whole production line has often been done
any further reduction of the cycle times has to be found at the workcell
level, the sequence of operations, movements between operations and
tool changes. Requirements when designing the method for optimising low
level sequences of operations are:
•

Build a reality based, computerised environment representing the
workcell.

•

When designing the simulation model representing the robot cell,
the work should concentrate on industrial robots and other
equipment, such as tooling, that affects the cycle time of the robot
cell. This considers especially robot movements, collisions and tool
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- The new methodology changes so that the operation time and the time between
operations are accurate.
•

The developed method should be able to use in both new and
existing systems.

•

Use an optimisation algorithm that in a relatively short amount of
time recommend a good sequence of operations

•

Translate the recommended sequence of operations into the
targeted robot controller code

3.2 The developed method – SIMBOSeer
The developed method has four main parts represented by the squares in
Figure 5. Research has previously been done on each separate part or
research area used in the method but no research has been found that
stretches over and combine these four areas.

Model
creation using
graphical
simulation
software

Flexible plan
representation
of the
sequence of
operation

Optimisation of the
sequences of operations
using a simulation-based
optimisation method
(Genetic Algorithm)

Code generation
based on the
optimal
sequence of
operation

Error!Figure 5. Different parts of the developed method - SIMBOSeer

The method will be a powerful tool within virtual manufacturing. It supports
engineers and operators to find good solutions quickly that adapt to
recurring product variant changes and introduction of new products.
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SIMBOSeer
–
Simulation Based Optimisation
on low level
Sequences of Operations
SIMBOSeer is a powerful virtual manufacturing tool that foresees a
solution for the stated problem. “Simbo” is the name of an island in the
Polynesian archipelago. The island is small and is not much more than
three “powerful” volcanoes. “Seer” can also be translated as a prophet,
one that can see and tell about what is still not known.
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4 Simulation Based Optimisation used for
SIMBOSeer
This chapter focuses on how simulation based optimisation is used in
SIMBOSeer. It explains how the generative model is designed and the
basic genetic algorithms it uses. For a deeper understanding of the
genetic algorithm a run-through of an example is made. The workflow
within the evaluative model is explained later in this chapter among the
major functionalities of the software used.
When beginning this project a choice had to be made whether to use the
robots in the laboratory at the University of Skövde for implementing
SIMBOSeer or to use an existing robot cell at a company in Skövde. An
existing robot cell was chosen as it forced SIMBOSeer to adapt to the
prerequisites of reality. If the robots in the laboratory were used to
implement SIMBOSeer an obvious risk would be that the built robot cell
had been adjusted to fit SIMBOSeer.
Due to photo restrictions at the Volvo plant, no photos of the robot cell
were allowed and therefore not included in this report. A screen dump
from the simulation software (Figure 6) shows the engine block on its
conveyer, the robots and the tools (brushes) hanging in their stands.
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Figure 6. The robot cell with an engine block.

The simulation based optimisation used in this project is a combination of
two virtual manufacturing tools, one generative and one evaluative. Each
virtual tool uses a model of the robot cell. The task for the generative
model is to generate candidates, possible solutions or control parameters,
in the search for the optimal solution. These candidates, or control
parameters, are sent to the evaluative model. The evaluative model is
executed and the fitness of the candidate and the answer, performance
measures or fitness value, are sent back to the generative model (Figure
7).
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Performance measures

Generative
Model

Evaluative
Model

.

Control parameters

Figure 7. Cycle of simulation based optimisation

4.1 The generative model
The generative model is designed in a discrete event simulation software,
Plant Simulation. It is a software from Siemens/UGS. The generative
model uses Genetic Algorithms (GA) as an optimisation algorithm which
chooses a set of inputs to apply to the evaluative model.
The generative model creates a possible solution, an individual, which
holds information about the sequence of operations. The individual is
exported to the evaluative model which runs the proposed sequence of
operations and the result, the cycletime, is sent back to the generative
model. When the predefined number of individuals, a generation, has
been evaluated the generative model chooses among the best individuals
in that generation and creates new individuals, a new generation. The
simulation based optimisation is terminated when the predefined number
of generations has been evaluated.
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- Simulation Based Optimisation used for SIMBOSeer Genetic algorithms are one of the classes within evolutionary algorithms.
They are inspired by the natural process which first was described by
Darwin, the natural selection and evolution process (Karray & De Silva,
2004). Depending on the size of the search space GA might not always
find the optimal solution. In this project, with a limited search space, the
optimal solution can be found. But when the search space is enlarged,
time and computer capacity restricts the possibility of finding an optimal
solution, though GA often finds a solution that is very close to the optimal.

4.1.1 Basic variables of Genetic Algorithms
When using GA the operator has to decide the value of some basic
variables that control the performance of the generative model. These
basic variables are:
•

Fitness value: The variable which should be optimised. In this
case the cycletime.

•

Number of generations: How many generations should be created
before the optimisation terminates.

•

Size of generation: The number of individuals in each generation
(also called size of population).

•

Crossover probability: Variable that controls the probability for a
crossover to occur when creating a new individual through mating
of two parents.

•

Mutation probability: Variable that controls the probability for a
mutation to occur when creating a new individual through mating of
two parents.

•

Observations per individual: How many evaluative runs for each
individual. Important variable when the evaluative model is not
deterministic.
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4.1.2 Example of the Genetic algorithms used in the project
This example has a sequence of six operations that are to be optimised.
The operations are named A  F. A & B can be done in any order but has
to be finished before the operations C, D, E & F can be executed. These
four operations can also be performed in any order.
The numbers of each individual (Figure 8), the chromosome, follows the
prerequisites from the sequence flexibility. The number representing each
operation could be compared to a queue ticket as the operation with the
lowest number is executed first. This means that operation A & B always
Operations
C
D

A

B

E

F

Individual 1-1

0,07

0,15

0,81

0,82

0,63

0,36

Individual 1-2

0,22

0,29

0,61

0,98

0,31

0,49

Individual 1-3

0,25

0,19

0,38

0,74

0,52

0,62

Individual 1-4

0,16

0,26

0,80

0,32

0,55

0,75

Figure 8. Individuals of the first generation in the GA example

get the lower numbers and that operation C, D, E & F always get the
higher numbers. Initially the GA creates the individuals in the first
generation by using a random number generator. In this example each
generation has four individuals and the first generation looks like Figure 8.
Accordingly the four individuals represents the following sequences:
Individual 1-1

A-B-F-E-C-D

Individual 1-2

A-B-C-E-F-D

Individual 1-3

B-A-F-E-C-D

Individual 1-4

A-B-D-E-F-C

When the generation is created every individual is separately evaluated.
The numbers of each individual is transformed into a sequence of
operations which is exported to the evaluative model. When the answer,
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together with the individual. When all individuals in the generation have
been evaluated the GA chooses the individuals with the best fitness value
to be parents for the coming generation. The individuals with the best
fitness values are most likely to be chosen as parents. When two new
individuals, called children, are to be created, two individuals, called
parents, are chosen from the evaluated individuals, they are mated.
During the mating there is a probability for a crossover and a probability
for a mutation to occur.
If a crossover will occur a position from 1  6 is randomly chosen (as
there are six operations). If position 4 is chosen a crossover occurs at
position 4 (Figure 9). The two children will receive some "genetic data"
from Individual 1-1 and some from individual 1-2.
Operations
C
D

A

B

E

F

Individual 1-1

0,07

0,15

0,81

0,82

0,63

0,36

Individual 1-2

0,22

0,29

0,61

0,98

0,31

0,49

Individual 2-1

0,07

0,15

0,81

0,82

0,31

0,49

Individual 2-2

0,22

0,29

0,61

0,98

0,63

0,36

Figure 9. Performing a crossover

Independently whether a crossover has occurred or not is the probability
for a mutation is not affected. If a mutation occurs two positions from 1 
6 is randomly chosen (as there are six operations). The data at those two
positions switch places. Of course may not a crossover or a mutation
violate the prerequisites within the sequence flexibility. A mutation at the
positions 3 & 6 for individual 2-2 is shown in Figure 10.
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Individual 2-2

0,22

0,29

0,61

0,98

0,63

0,36

Individual 2-2
(after mutation)

0,22

0,29

0,36

0,98

0,63

0,61

Figure 10. Performing a mutation

The result after the mating is two new individuals representing the
following sequences:
Individual 2-1

A-B-E-F-C-D

Individual 2-2

A-B-C-F-E-D

As a population consists of four individuals this is repeated twice for each
new generation. If no crossover or mutation occurs the parent and child
will be identical. The individuals in the new generation are evaluated and
they become parents to a new generation. This continues until any
termination criteria is fulfilled.

4.1.3 Details of the Genetic Algorithm used in the project
Two major genetic algorithm functions are used in SIMBOSeer, a genetic
sequence and a genetic controller. The genetic sequence controls the
sequence flexibility. Every operation has its own list in which each
possible position the specific operation may have in the sequence is listed.

B

Operations
C
D

E

F

1

1

3

3

3

3

2

2

4

4

4

4

5

5

5

5

6

6

6

6

A

Figure 11. Genetic sequence lists
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shown in Figure 11. The data in the lists shows that operation A & B are
performed first, in any order. The lists for operations C, D, E & F all
contain the same data. Operations C, D, E & F can be executed in any
order at the positions 3, 4, 5 & 6 in the sequence. The data from the
genetic sequence lists are a foundation for the genetic controller. The
genetic sequence lists are filled in manually by the simulation engineer.
Variables (listed in 4.1.1) for the genetic algorithm are controlled by the
genetic controller. The fitness value is the total cycletime of the robot cell.
It should be as short as possible. The optimisation is terminated when ten
generations have been evaluated. Each generation has a population size
of 20 individuals. A crossover will occur with a probability of 80% and the
probability of a mutation is 10%. Since the model of the robot cell is
deterministic only one observation for each individual is made. Figure 34
in appendix B shows the generative model.

4.1.4 Written code in the generative model
The

generative

model

also

includes six short programs,
named

“methods”

and

four

tables, so called “card files”.
The “Init” program resets the
model for a new individual when
the previous one has been
evaluated. Two of the programs
control the connections, the
arrows, between the operations
(Figure 12). The arrows show
the flow, the sequence, in the
model. The last three programs Figure 12. The operations are connected by
handle the communication with

the arrows

the evaluative model. One of the tables is used for resetting the model
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communication with the evaluative model. The code can be found in
appendix C.

4.2 The evaluative model
The evaluative model in this project is a simulation model (Figure 6)
designed with the software IGRIP. It is a continuous simulation software
from DELMIA. IGRIP can import robot models from several manufacturers
and it can be used for, among other aims, reachability, collision and
cycletime analyses. The evaluative model represents the real robot cell for
which an optimal sequence of operations has to be sought.
In this project the optimal solution is not the same as the shortest
cycletime for each robot. An example of a bad solution, an individual,
would be a very short cycletime for robot #1 but at the same time it blocks
robot #2 several times resulting in a long total cycletime for the cell (Figure
13). This individual would be rejected by the generative model due to its
long total cycletime. In this project the total cycletime is the fitness value
not the cycle time of the individual robots.

Robot #1
Robot #2

blocked

blocked

time

Figure 13. Example of a bad solution
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the evaluative model. This model simulates the sequence of operations
and exports the fitness value so it can be imported into the generative
model (Figure 14).

Importing
the
sequence

Running the
simulation
model

Exporting
the result

Figure 14. Work flow within the evaluative model

4.2.1 Major functionalities within the software IGRIP
The software used, IGRIP, has a basic CAD-functionality within the
software. This function has been used to generate plain geometric details
such as walls, tool stands and conveyors. The more complicated details,
such as the tools and the engine block, have been designed using the
CAD software Proengineer. The simulation model is built in the Layoutfunction using the parts and devices previously created.
The movements of the robots and the tools are programmed using the
IGRIP language GSL, Graphic Simulation Language. The code controls
the devices within the simulated model. Existing robot code is possible to
upload into the Programming-function within IGRIP. The GSL-code can be
translated into any chosen robot language and downloaded to the physical
robot.
When the model is built and the code is written, the Simulation-function is
used to evaluate the model. Depending on the step-size used during
simulation the time to complete the simulation run varies. Important to
know is that the step size only affects the visual presentation of the
simulation. It does not affect the accuracy or any other variable of the
simulation.
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4.2.2 Robot code for the evaluative model
The program structure of the physical robot cell is not the same as the
structure used in the evaluative model. This is due to multiple functions
not necessary for the optimisation and the design of the existing robot
code. In the real robot cell the code of each robot is divided into six
modules (Figure 15). The different modules are controlled from a user
interface. This interface has a built-in industrial-PC and it controls the
execution of the different modules. Both robots are controlled through the
same interface both have the same program structure.
The structure of the existing programs and the fact that they are written in
such way that they could not be automatically translated into an
executable code for IGRIP prevented the use of the upload function for the
robot code. Since it was not possible to generate a complete code for the
robots due to the structure using several modules, the functions were
translated into GSL and then edited manually.

User interface
(touchscreen with program
that executes the different
modules)

Datamodule
(tooldata, loaddata,
speeddata etc)

Jobmodule
(operations and
toolchecks)

Toolmodule
(Attaching and
deattaching the
brushes)

Procmodule
(procedures like start/
stop motor and
zoneblocking)

Errormodule
(Errorcodes)

Menymodule
(Program for the
teachpendant)

Figure 15. Program structure of the robot code.
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5 The workcell used for implementing SIMBOSeer
This chapter describes the workcell used for implementing SIMBOSeer. It
explains the configuration of the workcell and the operations executed by
the two robots and the tools they use. The chapter also describes the
design of the virtual manufacturing cell and the validation performed.
The workcell (Figure 6) used for implementing the new method is a
deburring cell at the Volvo Powertrain plant in Skövde. It uses two robots
to deburr the engine block. The robots in the cell use brushes to deburr
the engine block, i.e. to eliminate the sharp edges left after previous
manufacturing operations. These deburring operations are done on all six
sides of the block and even inside it. The robots use twelve different
brushes for the deburring operations. This robot cell is the last cell in the
line, disregarding the subsequent manual inspection and distribution to the
following assembly line.
Stability and accuracy are essential properties of the deburring operations.
Some operations use a brush that is almost 700 mm long. It is used to
deburr inside deep holes of the engine block.
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includes some additional equipment:
•

A conveyer that transports the engine block in and out of the
workcell. The conveyor also holds two pneumatic pistons used for
supporting and stabilising the longest brushes. On the conveyer is
there equipment that positions the engine block before the robots
starts to execute the operations.

•

Two stands, one for each robot, holding its brushes.

•

Equipment used for inspection of the brushes when each operation
is finished. This equipment measures the bristles of the brush
making a warning if the brush is to worn or if it has lost its bristles. If
bristles from the brush are left inside the holes the succeeding
manufacturing line must be warned.

A simple bottleneck analysis shows that the robot cell is not the bottleneck
of the manufacturing line. In average the line produces three engine
blocks per hour. The machines with the longest cycletime are the ones at
the beginning of the line. The cycletime for the robot cell is approximately
13 minutes including loading and unloading. Since the robot cell has the
capacity of almost five engines per hour an optimisation of the cell is not
needed for the production.
The reason for using this cell during the project is the fact that the design
and operations carried out by both robots are suitable for evaluating
SIMBOSeer. SIMBOSeer, as being an optimisation method, has the
capability to find available solutions within the present cell and its
equipment. This eliminates the bottleneck without any need of any
investments.
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5.1 Operations executed by the robots
Twenty deburring operations are executed by both the robots in the cell.
There is no stated sequence in which the operations must be executed,
they can be done in any order.

As seen in Figure 16 operations are

executed on all six sides of the engine block. Due to reachability
limitations are each robot not able to perform all 20 operations.

The

operations on the “front, top and back” of the engine block can be
performed by any of the two robots. Operations on the left and bottom side
have to be performed by the left robot, robot #1 and operations on the
right side by the right robot, robot #2 (Table 1).

Figure 16. Deburring operations in the robot cell
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Name of operations:

Performed by:

Front

F6162, F1F4 & FP1

Robot #1 or #2

Top

T1T6, TP1, T1148 & T8182

Robot #1 or #2

Back

RV6162, RV13 & RVP1

Robot #1 or #2

Left

RH, RHA, RHB, RHC, RHD, RHP & BRYNE Robot #1

Beneath B8182 & B9196

Robot #1

Rigth

Robot #2

LH

Table 1. Operations in the work cell

The name of the operations comes from the

Robot #1 Robot #2

name of the hole. Operation

T8182

F6162

T1148 is the name of the operation that deburrs

B8182

RV6162

the holes T11  T48 located on the top of the

RHC

F1F4

RH

RV13

BRYNE

T1T6

RHP

TP1

RHB

FP1

in that order. Since the robot programs did not

RHA

RVP1

have any united operation for these three

B9196

LH

operations the program in the user interface

RHD

had to control this. As a consequence of this

T1148

engine block.
During verification of the robot cell it was
discovered that the three operations FP1, TP1
and RVP1 were always executed together and

the three separate operations FP1, TP1 and
RVP1 were always treated by the optimisation

Table 2. Original sequence
of operations

as one, inseparable operation. The original sequence of operations is
shown in Table 2.
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5.2 Tools used for the deburring operations
Every operation but one is executed with
a brush. The operation BRYNE uses a
kind of grindstone instead of a brush. The
grindstone is stationary fastened on robot
#1 (Figure 6 and Figure 16). Some of the
brushes are used for several operations
(Table 3 and Table 4). The length and
diameter of the brushes are determined by

Operation
T8182
RH
BRYNE
RHP
RHB
RHA
B9196
RHD
T1148
B8182
RHC

Tool name
Tool #12
Tool #08
Tool #17
Tool #14
Tool #18
Tool #04
Tool #13
Tool #05
Tool #05
Tool #12
Tool #02

the depth and size of the holes. Some of
the brushes are not used for deburring

Table 3. Tools used by robot #1

holes but for plain areas. Drawings of the
brushes are included in appendix A.

5.3 Zone blocking during deburring
When programming the original robots, high
priority was given to the function of avoiding
that the robots collide. To avoid collisions
between the both robots the engine block
was given four “blocking zones”, front, top,
back and inside (some deburring positions

Operation
F6162
RV6162
F1F4
RV13
T1T6
FP1
RVP1
TP1
LH

Tool name
Tool #09
Tool #09
Tool #01
Tool #01
Tool #03
Tool #07
Tool #07
Tool #07
Tool #14

Table 4. Tools used by robot #2

are reached from two directions through
different holes).
Before a robot starts an operation that deburrs the top side of the engine
block a “zone block” of the top side is performed. This stops the other
robot from executing any other operation on the top side. When the first
operation on the top is finished the “zone block” of the top side is taken
away. The other robot can not perform any operation at the top side until
the zone is unblocked, the robot is blocked. Some operations are blocking
more than one zone.
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operations with a short total production time. During the project this
showed to be the most important issue when trying to find the optimal
solution.

5.4 Designing the simulation model
In every simulation project a big effort has to be made to keep the
simulation model as similar to reality as possible. Though the timetable of
the project and its budget rarely let the simulation engineer to build a very
detailed model. A compromise between accuracy and available time must
always be made (De Vin et al., 2004) (Law, 2007).
The most time-consuming part of a simulation project is often data
acquisition. De Vin et al. summarize this common problem:
“There is either too little data or too much,
and in rare cases the amount of data appears to be perfect,
the data itself proves to be unreliable”
Musselman (1994) writes about the necessity of making assumptions
when some information is lacking, though it is important to later judge the
sensitivity of the assumptions. According to Robinson and Bhatia (1995)
are there three basic categories of data:
•

Category A:

Available

•

Category B:

Not available but collectable

•

Category C:

Neither available nor collectable

During this project the input data came from mainly four sources:
•

The CAD-model of the engine block.

•

Drawings of the engine block and the brushes.

•

The robot programs.

•

Time and location measures made during the projects.

In this project all data concerning the movements of the tools inside and
near the engine block could be referred to as category A. The coordinates
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the engine block made a very accurate source of information when placing
the tagpoints (tagpoints are used for motion control of the robots) in the
virtual simulation model.
Since there were no available drawings of how the cell and its equipment
were placed relative to each other, the necessary data had to be collected
by measurements in the cell. The accuracy of these measures are
estimated to be +/- 5 centimetres. Since the inside of the robot cell was a
restricted area all the position measurements had to be done from outside
the cell together with some assumptions. This included the position of the
robots, the conveyer and the tool stands. The positioning data of the
simulation model is to be placed somewhere between category B and C in
the list made by Robinson and Batia (1995).

5.5 Validation of the simulation model
The real robot cell is working in a static environment. It only handles one
product version and the sequence of operations is always the same. Only
a few observations during the project pointed out one deterministic time
variation. On rare occasions, when shifting the tools, it took more time
than usual. Normally the tool changing process took 6-12 seconds
depending on which tool was attached to the robot. But sometimes this
process took 2-3 times the normal time. It seemed like the problem had its
origin from a sensor that did not approve the attachment of the tool so the
process had to start from the beginning again. Due to the fact that this
event occurred rarely, the absence of relevant data and the limited time of
the project this deterministic behaviour was not included in the simulation
model.
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cycle times observed at the real robot cell. Any deviations in the simulation
model from the observed cycle times of the real cell were adjusted by
either increasing or decreasing the speed of the robot during the specific
operation. The time stamps of when each operation begins and ends, in
both the simulation model and the real robot cell, and the deviations in
time are listed in Table 5 and Table 6.

The process begins at time = 0

Operation
T8182
T8182
B8182
B8182
RHC
RHC
RH
RH
BRYNE
BRYNE
RHP
RHP
RHB
RHB
RHA
RHA
B9196
B9196
RHD
RHD
T1148
T1148

begins
ends
begins
ends
begins
ends
begins
ends
begins
ends
begins
ends
begins
ends
begins
ends
begins
ends
begins
ends
begins
ends

Real cell
(seconds)
6
42
42
86
105
141
158
172
186
222
232
276
296
310
330
370
389
458
477
492
558
613

Simulation model Deviation
(seconds)
(seconds)
7,224
1,2
42,994
1,0
42,994
1,0
87,442
1,4
105,578
0,6
141,944
0,9
160,752
2,8
174,804
2,8
186,85
0,8
222,298
0,3
233,344
1,3
276,175
0,2
296,075
0,1
310,031
0,0
330,562
0,6
371,242
1,2
388,622
-0,4
458,792
0,8
478,062
1,1
493,206
1,2
559,97
2,0
615,367
2,4

Table 5. Time validation for robot #1
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Operation
F6162
F6162
RV6162
RV6162
F1F4
F1F4
RV13
RV13
T1T6
T1T6
TP1
TP1
FP1
FP1
RVP1
RVP1
LH
LH
Process finished

begins
ends
begins
ends
begins
ends
begins
ends
begins
ends
begins
ends
begins
ends
begins
ends
begins
ends

Real cell
(seconds)
6
42
42
86
105
141
158
172
186
222
232
276
296
310
330
370
389
458
663

Simulation model Deviation
(seconds)
(seconds)
7,224
1,2
42,994
1,0
42,994
1,0
87,442
1,4
105,578
0,6
141,944
0,9
160,752
2,8
174,804
2,8
186,85
0,8
222,298
0,3
233,344
1,3
276,175
0,2
296,075
0,1
310,031
0,0
330,562
0,6
371,242
1,2
388,622
-0,4
458,792
0,8
662,953
0,0

Table 6. Time validation for robot #2

The average deviation of robot #1 (Table 5) is 1,1 seconds. The largest
deviation is 2,8 seconds and the smallest is 0,0 seconds. The median
deviation is 1,0 seconds.
The average deviation of robot #2 (Table 6) is 1,0 seconds. The largest
deviation is again 2,8 seconds and the smallest is 0,0 seconds. The
median deviation is 0,8 seconds.
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6 Test scenarios
This chapter describes the three test scenarios used in this project:
1. The existing sequence of operations.
2. A sequence of operations where two existing operations are
eliminated.
3. A sequence of operations where one operation is added.
The purpose of applying SIMBOSeer at three different variants is to test
the method and show that it has a broad range of usefulness.

6.1 Run-through of the test scenarios
The first scenario is the existing one with the same sequence of
operations as listed in Table 2 with the time validation data listed in Table
5 and Table 6. Test scenario number two represents a new variant of the
engine. This engine variant is less complicated than the first variant, it has
fewer operations than in the first scenario. One operation performed by
each robot is eliminated. The third scenario represents another new
variant that is more complicated that the existing one. It has one additional
operation.
There is only one tool both robots have in their respective tool stand, tool
#14. But since this tool is used at positions that are not reachable by the
“other” robot it is not possible to exchange any operations between the
robots during the optimisation. The third scenario though has one extra
operation that can be performed by both of the two robots.
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6.2 Present number of operations
When executing the existing sequence of operation (Table 2) a blocking
occurs. Robot #1 is blocked for almost one minute when the other robot
executes the operations FP1, TP1 and RV1. Since there are no double
tool changes (the same tool used and exchanged two or more times) the
possibility of avoiding this blocking seems to be the possibility of reducing
the cycletime during this scenario.
The interesting question for the first scenario is:
Is there any other sequence of operations that will have a lower total
processing time than the original sequence of operations?

6.3 An engine with a less number of operations
This second scenario represents a simpler version of the engine. There
are less deburring operations that has to be done. To exemplify this two
operations are eliminated, one executed by robot #1 and one executed by
robot #2. Operation B9196 is eliminated from robot #1 and operation LH
from robot #2. The two eliminated operations were chosen randomly.
The interesting question for this scenario is:
Should the sequence of operations be the same as in the first
scenario except the eliminated operations or is there another
sequence of operations with less total processing time?
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6.4 An engine with an increased number of operations
In the third and last scenario one extra operation is added to the original
sequence. The additional operation uses tool #14 (Figure 32). This extra
operation is performed at the top of the engine block and can be
accomplished by any of the two robots as both of them have access to
tool #14. The increased number of operations should represent a more
complicated version of the engine.
The interesting questions for this last scenario are:
Which robot should execute the added operation? What is the
sequence of operations that results in the shortest total processing
time?
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7 Results and analysis
This chapter focuses on the results of the three test scenarios using
SIMBOSeer. The evolution and improvements of the cycle time, when
using SIMBOSeer, shows to be radical in all three scenarios. The analysis
shows that the good solutions found by SIMBOSeer, are not always those
that could be expected. The result of the three test scenarios is used to
evaluate SIMBOSeer and its capability to minimise the total cycletime.
The generative optimisation engine, using genetic algorithms, performs a
test using a population of 20 individuals for ten generations (Figure 17-A).
Information about each individual sequence of operations is stored in the
chromosome (Figure 17-B). Inside the chromosome each operation is
assigned a number between zero and one. The operations are sorted
depending on the numbers and a sequence of operations is created and
sent to the evaluative model (Figure 17-C). At this stage the generative
model halts and waits for the cycletime for that specific individual from the
evaluative model.
When the generative model halts the evaluative model imports the
sequence of operations to be tested and executes a whole production
cycle (Figure 17-D). The output from the evaluative model is the total time
for one production cycle. When the evaluative model is finished it sends
back to the generative model the cycletime for that specific individual
(Figure 17-E). The generative model saves the cycletime for the individual
and the process restarts with the next individual.
In the performance graphs (Figure 19, Figure 20, Figure 21 & Figure 21)
the X-axis is the number of generations and the Y-axis is the fitness value,
the total processing time. For each generation, three values are shown,
the best individual (red), the worst individual (blue) and the average form
all individuals belonging to that generation (green). SIMBOSeer is
terminated after ten generations.
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Figure 17. Data exchange within the method
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7.1 Optimising the existing sequence of operations
The existing sequence of operations was optimised using SIMBOSeer.
The existing cycletime was a little more than eleven minutes, 663 seconds.
The line “no optimisation” in Figure 18-21 shows the original cycle times.
During the original sequence of operations (Table 2) is robot #1 blocked
for approximately one minute, robot #2 is not blocked at all.
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Figure 18. Evolution using SIMBOSeer in the first test scenario

The simulation based optimisation needs five
generations to find a better solution than the
original (the line “no optimisation” in Figure 18).
When the optimisation process is terminated
after 10 generations a solution is found that
decreases the cycletime by 14 seconds.
There are two major differences between the
original sequence of operations and the better
one:
•

No blocking occurs during production.

•

One extra tool change is initiated.

Robot #1 Robot #2
RHC
TP1
BRYNE
FP1
RH
RVP1
T8182
F1F4
RHP
RV13
RHB
T1T6
B9196
LH
RHA
F6162
T1148
RV6162
B8182
RHD
Table 7. Best sequence of
operations of the first test
scenario
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- Results and analysis The operations T8182 and B8182 use the same tool but they are
“separated” in the chosen solution. Even though time is lost when an extra
change of tools is performed the total cycletime is decreased. The best
solution, the sequence of operations with the shortest total processing
time, is listed in Table 7.

7.2 Optimising a sequence of operations when two operations
are eliminated
To exemplify a simpler version of the original engine, two of the operations
were eliminated, B9196 executed by robot #1 and LH executed by robot
#2. If the existing sequence of operations (without B9196 and LH) is kept
the cycletime of the robot cell becomes a little more than 10 minutes, 612
seconds. During the 612 seconds robot #1 is blocked approximately 20
seconds and robot #2 for almost one minute. As shown in the
performance graph (Figure 19) the generative model finds a solution that
is better already in the first generation. After the third generation, there is
no improvement of the cycletime. The performance graph indicates a
significant improvement of the cycletime when compared to the initial
cycletime (the black line in the performance graph).
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Figure 19. Evolution using SIMBOSeer in the second test scenario
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- Results and analysis As in the previous scenario there are two major differences between the
initial sequence of operations and the chosen
solution:
•

No blocking occurs during production.

•

One extra tool change is initiated.

Again, the solution shows to be an action that
costs time initially but saves time in total. The
best solution, the sequence of operations with
the shortest total processing time, is listed in
Table 8. The best sequence for this scenario
differs a lot compared to the solution of the first
scenario.

Robot #1 Robot #2
RHC
T1T6
RHB
TP1
RHA
FP1
B8182
RVP1
BRYNE
RV13
RHD
F1F4
T8182
RV6162
RHP
F6162
T1148
RH
Table 8. Best sequence of
operations of the second
test scenario

7.3 Optimising a sequence of operations when one operation
is added
A new variant with one extra operation represents a more advanced
engine than the original in first test scenario. The new operation has been
given the name “EXTRA”.

7.3.1 The additional operation performed
by robot #1
When the operation EXTRA is placed last in the
original sequence of operations of robot #1
(Table 9) the total processing time becomes
eleven and a half minute, 698 seconds. Like in
the first test scenario robot #1 is blocked for a
little more than one minute between operations
RHD and T1148.

Robot #1 Robot #2
T8182
F6162
B8182
RV6162
RHC
F1F4
RH
RV13
BRYNE
T1T6
RHP
TP1
RHB
FP1
RHA
RVP1
B9196
LH
RHD
T1148
EXTRA
Table 9. Sequence of
operations when
adding "EXTRA" to
robot #1
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- Results and analysis Placing EXTRA last in the sequence is a plausible solution if no
optimisation is done during the design phase of the new variant. Placing
EXTRA last in the sequence of robot #1 does not block robot #2 since it is
already performing its last operation, LH, when

Robot #1 Robot #2
RHP
F1F4
BRYNE
RV13
RH
TP1
RHC
FP1
EXTRA
RVP1
RHB
LH
T8182
F6162
B8182
RV6162
RHD
T1T6
T1148
B9196
RHA

robot #1 begins with the operation EXTRA.
SIMBOSeer finds a solution in which the total
production time is reduced with almost 50
seconds. A better solution (than the one in
Table 9) is found during the forth generation
and the best solution is found already in
generation five (Figure 20). The best sequence
of operations is shown in Table 10. The same
significant improvement, compared to the initial
cycletime (the black line in the performance

Table 10. Sequence of
operations when
adding EXTRA to
robot #1

graph), as in the previous scenarios is shown
also in this scenario.
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Figure 20. Evolution using SIMBOSeer in the third test scenario (robot #1)
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- Results and analysis The additional tool change that occurs when the operation EXTRA is
performed last in the sequence still appears in the optimal solution. But as
in previous scenarios no blocking occurs in this solution.

7.3.2 The additional operation performed
by robot #2

Robot #1 Robot #2
T8182
F6162
B8182
RV6162
RHC
F1F4
RH
RV13
BRYNE
T1T6
RHP
TP1
RHB
FP1
RHA
RVP1
B9196
LH
RHD
EXTRA
T1148

When the operation EXTRA is placed last in the
original sequence of operations of robot #2
(Table 11) the total processing time becomes
almost twelve minutes, 709 seconds. The
probable solution when not using optimisation
would be to place the operation EXTRA last in
the sequence. Doing that would not initiate any
additional tool change since the operations LH
and EXTRA uses the same tool. Since robot #1

Table 11. Sequence
of operations when
adding "EXTRA" to
robot #2

finishes its sequence before robot #2 begins
executing the operation EXTRA the additional

operation does not affect the performance of robot #1. Robot #1 is still
blocked for almost one minute between operations RHD and T1148.
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Figure 21. Evolution using SIMBOSeer in the third test scenario (robot #2)
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- Results and analysis A solution with a shorter total production time than the initial sequence
(Table 11), as seen in the performance graph in Figure 21, is not found.
Given that the cycletime of robot #1 is much shorter than the cycletime of
robot #2, almost one and a half minute even though it is blocked for
almost a minute, it does not affect the total production time. Since robot #2
is not blocked and does not have any additional tool changes that can be
eliminated, no optimisation is possible. Since the solution when adding the
operation EXTRA to robot #1 is better than the solution using robot #2,
that solution is chosen.

7.4 Summarised possible improvements for the test scenarios
As shown in the performance graphs is SIMBOSeer able to find solutions
that significantly reduce the total cycle time of the production cell. The
improvements in cycle time can be summarized:
•

Test scenario I

Improvement with 2,0 %

•

Test scenario II

Improvement with 8,0 %

•

Test Scenario III Improvement with 6,9 %
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8 Conclusions and Further work
The implementation of SIMBOSeer at the robot cell at Volvo Powertrain
has shown to be successful and the method offers the engineer and the
operator a powerful tool when optimising the sequence of operations
within the workcell. SIMBOSeer combines software tools and existing
methods from the research areas optimisation, flexibility and virtual
manufacturing.
The test scenarios showed that SIMBOSeer are able to find good
solutions for the problems at hand. In all three scenarios the chosen
solution is improving the total production time. When analysing the
scenarios three major conclusions have been made:
•

SIMBOSeer uses a non value adding function, additional tool
changes, to find optimal sequences of operations. When beginning
the project two major functions causing time losses during
production were identified, tool changes and robots being blocked.
The analysis of the optimal sequences showed that additional tool
changes were used to avoid the more time consuming blockings.

•

SIMBOSeer can be applied to existing production cells that have
been

designed

and built

without

the use

of

any virtual

manufacturing tools. As during this project are drawings, programs
and observations of the cycle times used when designing the virtual
models. Even though this might limit SIMBOSeer, due to restrictions
and limitations during in-data collection as in this project, it will still
be very useful in evaluating different scenarios.
•

SIMBOSeer will show its full strength when used already from the
design phase of the production system.
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- Conclusions and Further work SIMBOSeer has only been applied to one flexible manufacturing cell and
to further evaluate its functionality additional research need to be done.
Some recommendations for further work are to:
•

Develop an application using collision detection instead of blocking
to find the optimal sequence of operations

•

Create a user friendly operator interface that handles increased
flexibility with a more customised genetic algorithm.

•

Apply SIMBOSeer in a manufacturing cell equipped with several
robots and investigate the possibility for finding new sequences of
operations when one of the robots breaks down.
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Appendix A – Drawings of the tools
The drawings in appendix A are not according to scale and are simplified.
All tools are attached to the robot at the right hand side.

Figure 22. Tool #01 (length ~ 650 mm)

Figure 23. Tool #02 (length ~ 350 mm)

Figure 24. Tool #03 (length ~ 300 mm)

Figure 25. Tool #04 (length ~ 450 mm)

Figure 26. Tool #05 (length ~ 250 mm)

Figure 27. Tool #07 (length ~ 400 mm)
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- Appendix A – Drawings of the tools -

Figure 28. Tool #08 (length ~ 150 mm)

Figure 30. Tool #09 (length ~ 700 mm)

Figure 29. Tool #12 (length ~ 500 mm)

Figure 31. Tool #13 (length ~ 500 mm)

Figure 32. Tool #14 (length ~ 250 mm)

Figure 33. Tool #18 (length ~ 350 mm)
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Appendix B – Screenshot from the generative
model

Figure 34. Screenshot from the generative model

The generative model is designed in the software Plant Simulation from
UGS/Siemens. The model and SIMBOSeer uses the generic functions,
GASequence and GAWizard, offered by the software. The boxes and the
arrows to the left in Figure 34 represent the operations of the sequence
and the order of their execution. The icons to the right in the same figure
are the code and tables used by the generative model.
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Appendix C – Programs in the generative model
The names of the first two listed programs in this appendix are
“setConnections” and “delConnections”. They control the connections, the
flow, symbolised by the arrows, between the icons representing the
operations. These programs are started by the genetic algorithm controller
with Plant Simulation.
setConnections
(tbl : table)
is
pred, succ : object;
o : integer;
do -- This program set the connections between the operations
pred := Source;
for o := 1 to tbl.yDim loop
succ := tbl[1,o];
.MaterialFlow.Connector.connect(pred,succ);
pred := succ;
next;
succ := Drain;
.MaterialFlow.Connector.connect(pred,succ);
end;

delConnections
is
n : integer;
do --This program deletes the connections between the operations
for n := root.numNodes downto 1 loop
if root.Node(n).internalClassName = "NwArc" then
root.Node(n).deleteObject;
end;
next;
end;
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- Appendix C – Programs in the generative model The name of the following program is “CommWithIgrip”. It handles the
communication with IGRIP.
CommWithIgrip
is
Variable: String;
Variable2: String;
n:Integer;
do
ExportFile.writeFile("G:\Exjobb_Magister\INCLUDE\Sequence_File_IRB1"); -Exports the GA-individual to IGRIP
ExportFile2.writeFile("G:\Exjobb_Magister\INCLUDE\Sequence_File_IRB2");
ResetFile.writeFile("G:\Exjobb_Magister\INCLUDE\Sequence_File_Timeanswer
"); --Resets the "answerfile" from IGRIP
ImportFile.readFile("G:\Exjobb_Magister\INCLUDE\Sequence_File_Timeanswe
r");
Variable:=ImportFile.read(2); --Reads the result from IGRIP
ResultFromIgrip:=str_to_num(Variable);
While Row>0 loop --Resets "ExportFile #1"
ExportFile.cutRow(Row);
Row:=Row-1;
end;
While Row2>0 loop --Resets "ExportFile #2"
ExportFile2.cutRow(Row2);
Row2:=Row2-1;
end;
end;
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Appendix D – Robot code in the evaluative model
The evaluative model uses a macro, a CLI-command, to start every
simulation run when the data has been exported from the generative
model. The macro loads the code into the robots, activates them and runs
the simulation.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Row 1-2:
Row 3-4:
Row 5:

LOAD PROGRAM 'Robot_1_080520_With_Extra.gsl' INTO 'IRB#1'
LOAD PROGRAM 'Robot_2_080520_With_Extra.gsl' INTO 'IRB#2'
ACTIVATE 'IRB#1'
ACTIVATE 'IRB#2'
RUN SIMULATION

Loads the stated GSL-program into the virtual robots IRB #1 & 2.
Activates both the robots in the model
Runs the simulation, executing the robot programs loaded in row 1 & 2.
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- Appendix D – Robot code in the evaluative model The code for both robot #1 and robot #2 follows the same structure. Since
the physical robots do not have any main part of the robot code, just
procedures, is the main code written from the present behaviour and
prerequisites. The code below is part of the GSL-code for robot #1.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

PROGRAM Robot_1_Bearbetning
VAR -- Variable declaration
i:integer
tool:integer
tid:real

6.
7.
8.
9.

--+#INCLUDE RAPID
---------- Main Declaration Section
BEGIN MAIN
----------------------------------

10. tool=0
11. $cycle_time=0 – Reset the watch and start it
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

#INCLUDE Sequence_File_IRB1 – Imports the sequence and simulates it
TOOLCHANGE_LEAVE() --Leave present tool at the tool stand
$HOME_NUMBER=1
MOVE HOME -- Move robot to Homeposition #1
WAIT UNTIL DIN[ 'SimKlar' ] == OFF – Wait for IRB #2 to finish
tid=$cycle_time – Save the total cycletime in the variable tid

18. OPEN FILE 'G:/Exjobb_Magister/INCLUDE/Sequence_File_Timeanswer' FOR
TEXT OUTPUT AS 1
19. WRITE #1, (tid, cr) – Exports the total cycletime to the generative model
20. ---------- END MAIN ---------21. END Robot_1_Bearbetning

Row 1:
Row 2-5:
Row 6:
Row 11:
Row 12:
Row 13:
Row 14-15:
Row 16-17:
Row 18-19:

Name of the program
Variable declaration
Internal control function for GSL
Resets and starts the watch that takes the time for the simulation to finish
Imports the sequence of operations for robot #1 and executes it.
Leaves the last used tool in the toolstand.
Moves the robot to homeposition #1.
Waits for robot #2 to finish and then saves the total cycletime in the variable “tid”.
Exports the total cycletime to the generative model.
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- Appendix D – Robot code in the evaluative model This shows an example of the original robot code for the deburring of the
hole called RHC. The coordinates of each position has been excluded and
the relative movement instructions have been distorted to secure that no
internal Volvo information is spread.
PROC RHC
IF nGrVrktAkt<>2 THEN
RobLarm 1;
WaitUntil nGrVrktAkt=2;
ENDIF
RobZonLås;
MotorStart\fwd,2;
MoveAbsJ jStartPos,vmax,z200,toTOOL#2\WObj:=woFixtUppe;
MoveAbsJ jHjälpPos,vmax,z200,toTOOL#2\WObj:=woFixtUppe;
MoveJ roPos10,v2500,z100,toTOOL#2\WObj:=woFixtUppe;
MotionSup\On;
MoveL RelTool(roPos11,x,y,z),v1000,z1,toTOOL#2\WObj:=woFixtUppe;
MotorStart\fwd,2\kontroll;
MoveL roPos11,vExtraHigh,z1,toTOOL#2\WObj:=woFixtUppe;
FOR i FROM 1 TO 2 DO
MoveL RelTool(roPos11,x,y,z),vLow,fine,toTOOL#2\WObj:=woFixtUppe;
WaitTime 0.3;
MoveL RelTool(roPos11,x,y,z),vLow,z1,toTOOL#2\WObj:=woFixtUppe;
ENDFOR
FOR i FROM 1 TO 2 DO
MoveL RelTool(roPos11,x,y,z),vLow,fine,toTOOL#2\WObj:=woFixtUppe;
WaitTime 0.3;
MoveL RelTool(roPos11,x,y,z),vLow,z1,toTOOL#2\WObj:=woFixtUppe;
ENDFOR
MoveL roPos11,vLow,z1,toTOOL#2\WObj:=woFixtUppe;
MoveL RelTool(roPos11,x,y,z),vExtraHigh,z1,toTOOL#2\WObj:=woFixtUppe;
MoveL RelTool(roPos21,x,y,z),v1000,z1,toTOOL#2\WObj:=woFixtUppe;
MoveL roPos21,vExtraHigh,z1,toTOOL#2\WObj:=woFixtUppe;
FOR i FROM 1 TO 2 DO
MoveL RelTool(roPos21,x,y,z),vLow,fine,toTOOL#2\WObj:=woFixtUppe;
WaitTime 0.3;
MoveL RelTool(roPos21,x,y,z),vLow,z1,toTOOL#2\WObj:=woFixtUppe;
ENDFOR
MoveL roPos21,vLow,z1,toTOOL#2\WObj:=woFixtUppe;
MoveL RelTool(roPos21,x,y,z),vExtraHigh,z1,toTOOL#2\WObj:=woFixtUppe;
MotionSup\On;
MotorStopp;
MoveL roPos20,v1000,z100,toTOOL#2\WObj:=woFixtUppe;
MoveAbsJ jHjälpPos,v2500,z200,toTOOL#2\WObj:=woFixtUppe;
MoveAbsJ jStartPos,vmax,fine,toTOOL#2\WObj:=woFixtUppe;
RobZonFri\zon1\zon2\zon3\zon4;
!
ENDPROC
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- Appendix D – Robot code in the evaluative model This shows the translated procedure RHC. The initial code has been
written in GSL.
PROCEDURE RHC()
BEGIN

---------------- RHC ---------------------------

IF ( tool==2 )
THEN
-- DO NOTHING
ELSE
TOOLCHANGE_LEAVE()
tool=2
TOOLCHANGE_ATTACH()
ENDIF
--No zone for this procedure
$HOME_NUMBER=1
MOVE HOME
$HOME_NUMBER=2
MOVE HOME
MOVE TO rhc_10
MOVE TO rhc_11_h1
MOVE TO rhc_11
FOR i=1 TO 2 DO
MOVE TO rhc_11_h2
DELAY 300
MOVE TO rhc_11_h3
ENDFOR
FOR i=1 TO 2 DO
MOVE TO rhc_11_h4
DELAY 300
MOVE TO rhc_11_h5
ENDFOR
MOVE TO rhc_11
MOVE TO rhc_11_h1
MOVE TO rhc_21_h1
MOVE TO rhc_21
FOR i=1 TO 2 DO
MOVE TO rhc_21_h2
DELAY 300
MOVE TO rhc_21_h3
ENDFOR
MOVE TO rhc_21
MOVE TO rhc_21_h1
MOVE TO rhc_20
$HOME_NUMBER=2
MOVE HOME
$HOME_NUMBER=1
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- Appendix D – Robot code in the evaluative model MOVE HOME
DOUT[ 'Zon1' ] = OFF
DOUT[ 'Zon2' ] = OFF
DOUT[ 'Zon3' ] = OFF
DOUT[ 'Zon4' ] = OFF
END RHC

---------------- RHC ---------------------------
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- Appendix D – Robot code in the evaluative model The third test scenario used an operation with the name EXTRA. This is
the code for that operation. It is a simple operation that can be executed
by any of the two robots. It is performed at the top of the engine block.
PROCEDURE EXTRA()
BEGIN

----------------- EXTRA ----------------------

IF (tool==14)
THEN
-- DO NOTHING
ELSE
TOOLCHANGE_LEAVE()
tool=14
TOOLCHANGE_ATTACH()
ENDIF
WAIT UNTIL DIN[ 'Zon2' ] == OFF
DOUT[ 'Zon2' ] = ON
$HOME_NUMBER=1
MOVE HOME
$HOME_NUMBER=16
MOVE HOME
MOVE TO e1
DELAY 2000
FOR i=1 TO 3 DO
MOVE TO e2
MOVE TO e1
ENDFOR
$HOME_NUMBER=16
MOVE HOME
$HOME_NUMBER=1
MOVE HOME

DOUT[ 'Zon1' ] = OFF
DOUT[ 'Zon2' ] = OFF
DOUT[ 'Zon3' ] = OFF
DOUT[ 'Zon4' ] = OFF

END EXTRA

----------------- EXTRA ----------------------
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